
Students do not overcome conceptual difficulties after solving 1000
traditional problems
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The relation between traditional physics textbook problem solving and conceptual understanding
was investigated. The number of problems a student solved, as estimated by students themselves,
ranged from 300 to 2900 with an average of about 1500. The students did not have much difficulty
in using physics formulas and mathematics. However, we found that they still had many of the
well-known conceptual difficulties with basic mechanics, and there was little correlation between
the number of problems solved and conceptual understanding. This result suggests that traditional
problem solving has a limited effect on conceptual understanding. ©2002 American Association of

Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because a major goal of physics teaching and learnin
problem solving, the solution of exercises and problems
major component of most physics classes, both in h
schools and universities. Recent research in physics ed
tion has demonstrated that many students retain fundam
conceptual difficulties, even after instruction.1–6 One pos-
sible explanation for this situation is that students ‘‘have
done enough problems.’’ In Korea, as a result of the parti
lar procedures for admission to the university, the student
this study have solved many exercises and problems~an av-
erage of 1500! as part of their preparation. In this paper w
investigate whether this problem solving eliminates the c
ceptual difficulties found by researchers elsewhere. The c
ceptual understanding of these students was investigate
ing qualitative questions about basic mechanics.

The nature of the students’ background in problem solv
is described in Sec. II. We also give a brief description of
Korean educational system in relation to the university
trance examination, because this exam was the reason
these students solved so many problems. The method o
vestigation and our results are described, followed by a s
mary.

II. STUDENT BACKGROUND

The twenty-seven students, nine females and eigh
males, involved in this study were first-year students in
Physics Education Department of Seoul National Univers
~SNU! in 1994. Korea has a national curriculum in eleme
tary and secondary school and all students take the s
courses from the first grade~age 6! through the tenth grade
~age 15!, which is the first year of high school. Starting wi
the second year of high school, students are divided into
groups. One group takes courses with an emphasis on s
science and humanities and the other group on science.

To be a science or a math education major in college
student needs to be in the group with a science emph
Therefore, the students in this study had taken the cou
appropriate for science and engineering majors. The phy
topics covered were force and motion, energy and heat, e
tromagnetism, light and waves, and modern physics.
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Every year, a national examination is given to stude
who want to enter a university or college. The number
students taking the exam is about two and one-half times
total number of students admitted to all universities and c
leges in Korea. Physics is a part of this national examinat
which consists of multiple choice questions. The grade fr
this exam and their grades during their high school ye
become part of the criteria used for admission. To en
SNU, a student must be near the top 2% in her/his h
school.

Due to the competitive nature of university admission, s
dents work many problems. A significant portion of the
time is spent on problem solving in science and mathema
both in and out of class, especially during the last year
high school. Students practice problem solving using co
mercially available workbooks. A workbook consists of thr
parts: summary of content, example problems, and prac
problems. Usually example problems have solutions with
planations, and practice problems have short answers w
out explanations. A typical workbook has about 1000 pr
tice problems. Figure 1 shows problems from a comm
workbook.

III. METHOD

The students were enrolled in the introductory phys
course, which consisted of three one-hour lectures, one t
hour laboratory session, and one two-hour recitation ses
each week. Fundamentals of Physics by Halliday, Resn
and Walker7 was the textbook for the course and the first
chapters were covered during the first semester. Most of
survey and the tests for this study were done during rec
tion hours. The survey and tests were in written form.

The first part of the study was to determine the level
preparation. Two tests and one questionnaire were used.
tests used were the mathematics test by Halloun
Hestenes8 and the Mechanics Baseline Test~MBT!.9,10These
tests provided a common basis for comparison with stude
in previous studies. Both tests were translated into Korean
the researchers. Students were asked the following ques
to determine the amount of problem solving done by s
dents.
759p/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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~1! How many hours in a semester and how many semes
of physics classes did you have during high school?

~2! Did you have any other form of physics instruction, su
as an individual tutor, other than the ones from your h
school?

~3! How many workbooks did you use to prepare for t
university entrance exam? What fraction of each wo
book did you work through?

~4! As you answer question 3, which one of the followin
describes most accurately the meaning of ‘‘doing a pr
lem in a workbook’’?
~a! I worked the problem myself. It could be either sol
ing a new problem, or solving again the ones cove
before.
~b! I watched carefully while someone else was solvi
the problem.
~c! ‘‘Doing a problem’’ could mean either~a! or ~b! to
me.

The second part of the study investigated the stude
conceptual difficulties. A set of tutorials developed at t
University of Washington11 was translated into Korean b
the researchers and used during recitations. This mat
contains several pretests that are given before any rel
material is covered in either lecture or recitation. These c
sist of problems that require conceptual understanding w
out a sophisticated level of mathematics. Because the q
tions ask that students explain their reasoning, the stude
understanding can be probed more deeply. For the studen
this study, these tests were given at the beginning of ev
recitation. The tests were not necessarily given before
material was covered in the lecture, but was always gi
before the students did the related part in the tutorials.
students’ responses to these tests were analyzed to inv
gate the relation between the amount of their traditio
problem solving and their conceptual understanding.

IV. THE LEVEL OF PREPARATION IN PROBLEM
SOLVING

According to the responses to questions 1 and 2 of
survey, students involved in this study had 2.4 physics c
hours per week for two years. They also had 2 additio
hours per week for two or three weeks in other forms

Fig. 1. Some of the mechanics problems from a typical workbook.
760 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 7, July 2002
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physics instruction such as an individual tutor. Almost
students replied that solving problems meant~a! in question
4. Therefore when a student said he/she solved a proble
means he/she worked the problem on his/her own. As m
tioned, a typical workbook has about 1000 practice pro
lems. If a student answered that he/she used two workbo
and solved about 80% of the problems, the number of pr
lems he/she solved was estimated as 1600. The estimat
each student is listed in Table I. Although these numbers
self-reported, and thus could be over- or underestimates,
are consistent with our experience. Solving problems to p
pare for examinations has been common in Korea for m
years. One of the authors of this paper~EK! is 17 years older
than these students and had a similar experience when
was preparing for her entrance exam. In addition to regu
classes, she completed one workbook~about 1000 problems!
twice, solving most of the problems on her own.

Students are identified by capital letters in the first colu
of Table I. Because there were twenty-seven students, the
two students are marked by Z1 and Z2. The gender (g), the
number of problems solved (n), and the number of correc
responses for the math test~math! and for the Mechanics
Baseline Test~MBT! are listed for each student. The test
difficulties are labeled by A, B, and C in the top row. Thre
problems for each difficulty are labeled by small letters~a, b,
and c! in the second row. These labels match the subsect
in Sec. V, where we discuss students’ conceptual difficult
The rest of Table I shows the students’ responses, which
also be discussed in Sec. V. The absence of a student o
day of a particular test is marked by a minus sign. Th
students~students Y, Z1, Z2! were absent on the day th
survey was done. Student W said he studied one book mo
for content and the other mostly for problems. Student X s
she studied four books. Both W and X did not mention wh
fraction of each book was done.

The number of problems a student reported solving ran
from 300 to 2900 with an average of about 1500. For co
parison, the textbook by Halliday, Resnick, and Walker7 has
1400 questions and 3400 problems, and the textbook
Sears, Zemansky, and Young12 has 700 questions and 160
problems. It is reasonable to conclude that this group of s
dents had a significant amount of practice in problem so
ing. Generally students tend to work on the mechanics p
more than on other parts because it is at the beginning of
workbook. But the specific number of mechanics proble
done by each student was not surveyed.

The math test has 33 questions and the mechanics bas
test has 26 questions. Reported scores ranged from 50
60% for the math test,8 which was given as a pretest t
students enrolled in a calculus-based university introduct
physics. The scores for the MBT ranged from 32% to 73
The test has been given as a post-test to various group
students including high school students and Harvard hon
students.9 In the current study, both tests were given as p
tests. In terms of the test scores, students were well prep
in both math and mechanics. The average score for the m
test was 30.4~92.2%!, very high compared to the reporte
scores. The average score for the mechanics baseline tes
16.6~64%!, which is on the high side of the reported score

V. CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES

A significant number of the students had common conc
tual difficulties. We categorize these into three areas:~A!
760E. Kim and S.-J. Pak
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Table I. Results of tests and questionnaire. Each student is identified by a capital letter in the first column. Because there were twenty-seven studes, the last
two students were marked by Z1 and Z2. The gender~g!, number of problems solved~n!, number of correct items for the math test~math! and Mechanics
Baseline Test~MBT!, and response types are listed for each student. For each difficulty there were three problems. A satisfactory response is mark
frequent but unsatisfactory response is marked by u. Responses such as u1 and u2 refer to several distinct types as explained in the text. A blankeans
that the response was not clear enough to be categorized. The absence of a student was marked by a~2! sign. The last row shows the number of studen
whose response was correct (N8).

g n
Math

~max .33!
MB

~max .26!

Difficulty A a Difficulty Bb Difficulty Cc

NProb. a Prob. b Prob. c Prob. a Prob. b Prob. c Prob. a Prob. b Prob. c

A m 300 29 16 u s u s 2
B m 400 - 20 s s u u1 u s s3 4
C m 700 32 15 s u s u s u s 4
D f 700 - 14 u s u u s s2 3
E m 800 - 22 s u s u1 u u1 U 2
F f 800 31 15 s u u s u1 u1 s2 3
G f 1,300 32 19 s u s u u2 u u 2
H f 1,400 32 15 s u s u u s s U 4
I m 1,400 - 21 s - s - s s - s 5
J m 1,400 33 11 s u2 1
K f 1,400 30 16 s s s u u2 s2 4
L m 1,800 30 18 s s u s s s1 5
M m 1,800 32 21 s s u u s u u2 s1 4
N m 1,900 31 16 u s s s s2 4
O m 1,900 29 17 u s u u s 2
P m 1,900 - 16 s s s u u2 s1 4
Q m 2,000 - 21 s s u s u1 s3 4
R m 2,000 31 13 s u s u1,u2 2
S f 2,000 29 12 s u u s s1 3
T f 2,000 31 17 u u u u u u1 u2 0
U f 2,400 29 15 s s u s u s 4
V m 2,900 27 15 s u u u u u2 u s1 2
W m ? 32 20 s s s s s u s2 6
X f ? 32 19 s s u U 2
Y m - - 14 s s u1 u - U 2
Z1 m - 26 11 s s u u - 2
Z2 m - - 18 u u u u U 0

Number of correct responses (N8) 19 0 18 3 6 12 0 10 12 80

aLack of differentiation among force, acceleration, and velocity.
bNewton’s third law.
cGap between the physics concepts and the algebraic expressions.
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lack of differentiation among force, acceleration, and vel
ity, ~B! misunderstanding Newton’s third law, and~C! a gap
between the use of algebraic expressions and the assoc
physics concepts. As mentioned, this categorization is
beled by capital letter A, B, C in Table I. The problems
contexts used in each area are labeled by lower case le
~a, b, and c!. If a student’s response was satisfactory, it
denoted by s in the corresponding column. If the respo
was common but unsatisfactory, it is denoted by u and
cussed in this section. If there are several distinct types
unsatisfactory answers, numbers are attached such as u
u2. No mark means that the student’s response was inco
and not clear enough to be categorized. These response
not discussed here. This analysis was done independent
one of the authors~EK! and a teaching assistant, who was
Ph.D. student in physics education. The two people d
agreed less than 10% of the time and resolved differen
through discussion.

It is not difficult to see from Table I that there is littl
correlation betweenn ~the number of solved practice prob
lems! andN ~students’ success on answering conceptual p
tests questions! as shown in Fig. 2. A student might hav
761 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 7, July 2002
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misconceptions in one problem and not with other problem
The content of Table I will be explained in more detail
each concept is discussed.

A. Lack of differentiation among force, acceleration,
and velocity

For many students, the concepts of velocity, accelerat
and force are vaguely related to something moving and
not clearly distinguished.2,3,13–16 For example, it has been
reported that about 65% of students in a college phys
course believe that motion implies the existence of a force
the direction of motion.15 Another example is the confusio
between acceleration and velocity.13,14 Students in this study
did not have much difficulty solving a problem regardin
linear motion with constant acceleration, which will be di
cussed in Sec. V C 3. However the common confusion
force, acceleration, and velocity was observed in three
ferent problems.

~a! Students were asked to draw arrows to show the dir
tion and the magnitude of velocity and acceleration for a b
rolling up and down an inclined plane. The arrows for velo
761E. Kim and S.-J. Pak
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ity were easy for students, but the ones for acceleration w
not. For example, student D had a correct drawing for ac
eration but gave a wrong explanation, ‘‘Acceleration w
constant because the sum of the forces was zero.’’ Fig
3~a! shows the acceleration vectors drawn by student T. T
student explained that the direction of the acceleration
opposite to the direction of motion and the magnitude of
acceleration was the same as that of the velocity. Studen
drawing indicated that the magnitude of the acceleration
constant, but the direction was the same as the directio
velocity. There were nineteen students whose response
correct in both drawing and explanation~column A-a of
Table I!.

~b! A similar difficulty was found when students wer
asked to draw arrows to show the acceleration of a car sp
ing up, while moving clockwise along an elliptical track. Th
car was initially at rest at pointA. No one had a correc
response for this problem. One-third of the students, mar
by u in column A-b of Table I, interpreted the increasin
speed as the increasing magnitude of acceleration. The d
ings of these students show the magnitude of the accelera
increasing as the car speeded up@Fig. 3~b!#. There were three
different types of answers for the direction of the accele
tion drawn by students. In one type of answer, accelera
pointed toward the center of the ellipse as in Fig. 3~b!. In
other drawings, the direction was the same as for the ve
ity. In the third type the direction was perpendicular to t
velocity arrows, which was the correct direction for a co
stant speed. Some of the students’ responses were bas
their knowledge about uniform circular motion, where t
direction of the acceleration is perpendicular to the veloc
and points toward the center of the circle.

~c! The confusion between force and acceleration w
found in the third problem where two carts collided elas
cally, one of them initially being at rest@Fig. 3~c!#. The ar-
rows above the carts show the velocity of the carts bef
and after the collision. Students were asked to compare
average acceleration of the two carts during the time inte
between the two instants shown. Three students~F, T, V!
wrote that the magnitude of A’s acceleration was the sam
that of B’s during the collision because the magnitude of
forces were the same due to the action/reaction law~column
A-c of Table I!. Two more~students C, S! said they were the
same without explanation.

If the problems were relatively easy, many students h
correct responses~A-a, A-c!. But when problems probed
deeper understanding, the rate of correct responses dro

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of number of practiced traditional problems~n! vs num-
ber of correct responses to the conceptual questions~N!.
762 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 7, July 2002
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to zero~A-b!. In other words, all students had difficulty dis
tinguishing acceleration from force or from velocity in on
or more problems.

B. Newton’s third law

There have been reports about student difficulties in
derstanding what could be called a ‘‘passive force’’ that a
justs itself in magnitude in response to an applied force, s
as tension or a normal force.5 Brown17 reported that 50%–
95% of students in the final year of secondary educat
~17–18 year olds! failed to compare the magnitude of tw
forces that were action–reaction pairs. He also found that
failure rate would have been lower if students understo
that force was an interaction between two bodies. It is ess
tial to understand Newton’s third law to understand this
teraction. Normal forces and tension are not exceptio
Three problems were used to investigate this difficulty.

~a! A block was placed on a frictionless incline and a pe
son pushed the block horizontally to keep it from movi
@Fig. 4~a!#. The first question asked students to draw a fr
body diagram of the block. It was explained to students t

Fig. 3. Confusion of three concepts; velocity, acceleration, and force. In~a!
acceleration vectors drawn by a student for a ball rolling up and down
inclined plane are shown. This student explained that the direction of
acceleration was opposite to the direction of motion and the magnitud
the acceleration was the same as that of the velocity. In~b! acceleration
vectors drawn by a student for a car speeding up, moving clockwise ro
an elliptical track are shown. The magnitude of the acceleration was incr
ing as the car sped up in the drawing by one-third of students. In~c!, two
carts are colliding elastically, one of them initially being at rest. About 10
of students wrote that the magnitude of A’s acceleration was the same a
of B’s during collision because the magnitude of the forces were the s
due to the action/reaction law.
762E. Kim and S.-J. Pak
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a free-body diagram shows all the forces acting on the blo
Then, students were asked which forces would chang
magnitude if the person stopped pushing. Among twelve
dents ~44%! who had the correct free-body diagram, on
two students~W, Y! recognized that the normal force wou
decrease as the force exerted by the person disappeared
dent C said the force between the block and the inc
changed, but did not use the term normal force. Fourt
students~52%, marked by u in column B-a of Table I! wrote
that the normal force did not change because it ismgcosu
and the gravitational force and the angle of the incline
not change. Five more students~E, J, N, P, Z1! wrote that
nothing changed, but mentioned no specific force or gave
explanation.

An object on an inclined plane is a common problem a
students are familiar with the formulaN5mgcosu. Student
responses suggested that they could probably solve t
tional problems with inclined planes successfully. Howev
a little change in the problem revealed that they might
understand whereN came from.

~b! In the second problem two blocks were pushed
hand on a horizontal frictionless plane@Fig. 4~b!#. The mass
of block A is smaller than the mass of block B. First, stude
were asked to draw the free-body diagram for each blo
About half of the students experienced some confusion ab
which object and which forces should be in the diagram a
which should not.18 For example, students included the for
of A acting on B in the free-body diagrams for both A and
Some diagrams~11%! showed a deeper misunderstandi
such that the force exerted by the hand was also acting
block B.

The hand was then removed so that there was no long
horizontal force pushing on the blocks. Many students~41%,
marked by u in column B-b of Table I! seemed to think there

Fig. 4. ~a! A block is placed on a frictionless incline and a person is push
the block horizontally to keep it from moving.~b! Two blocks were pushed
by a hand on a horizontal frictionless plane. The mass of block A is sma
than mass of block B.~c! A simple situation testing the understanding
tension. The three blocks all have the same mass, and the students
asked to compare the tension at A and A8. ~d! A complex situation testing
the understanding of tension. Students were asked to compare the tens
pointsP andQ in the string which has mass.
763 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 7, July 2002
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had to be an action–reaction pair whenever two objects w
in contact, because an action–reaction pair,FAB and FBA ,
was still drawn in their diagrams.

~c! Tension was considered in the last problem. As
ported in a previous study, tension is difficult for student4

In the situation drawn in Fig. 4~c!, six students~22%! said
the tension at A8 was twice the tension at A~marked by u1 in
column B-c of Table I!, and two ~7%! said it was zero
~marked by u2!. There were twelve students with corre
answers with correct explanations~marked by s in column
B-c of Table I!. Comparing tension at various points along
string with mass@Fig. 4~d!# was even more difficult and no
one gave a proper answer.

In the typical physics problems that the students had
perienced, tension is simply given as a force existing in
string and its magnitude is constant throughout the mass
string. The direction is considered only at the point of co
tact between the string and the object, where the tens
always points away from the object. Without much explan
tion about the reasons why tension is treated in this way,
information about tension is used in solving problems. A
result, students could not say anything other than rewrite
familiar piece of knowledge that tension was the sa
throughout the string.

C. Gap between the physics concepts and the algebraic
expressions

In a typical physics class, concepts are often introduced
verbal or mathematical definitions. The actual procedure
is necessary to construct the concept is not specified, and
students are successful at making connections by themse
As a result, there are often gaps between the scientific c
cepts and the algebraic expressions.

It has been reported that after introductory physics cour
many first-year university students could recall the definit
of acceleration, but could not use this definition to comp
the acceleration of two moving objects.13,19 Similar results,
regarding the work-energy and the impulse-momentum th
rems, were reported by Lawsonet al.20 They reported that
student reasoning was based solely on the mathematical
nition without understanding the way physical quantities
related.

In the current study, this lack of connection was observ
in three different contexts; acceleration, work, and the wo
energy and impulse-momentum theorems.

1. Acceleration

Students were asked to draw arrows showing the acce
tion for a car moving along an elliptical track. The car w
moving at constant speed in the first part of the problem
speeding up in the later part. No student did both parts c
rectly. Eleven students~41%! used the definition of accelera
tion either in words or in the equation,a5Dn/Dt, but failed
to use either properly~marked by u in column C-a of Table
I!. Some examples of these responses are given below. T
examples share similar characteristics to those reported
previous study.21

The first example is Fig. 5~a!, where arrows represent th
acceleration vectors for the car with constant speed. Th
students~E, P, Z1! responded this way. Figure 5~b! shows the
correct velocity vectors that they used to produce the ac
eration vectors. They obtained the acceleration at pointB by
drawing nB2nA @Fig. 5~c!#. Other examples are the six re
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sponses~A, C, D, K, U, Y! with a50 atC ~probably because
the motion was almost in a straight line!, and nine response
~B, C, E, H, J, K, L, R, Z1! with the same drawing of acce
eration for constant speed and for increasing speed.

2. Work

Student understanding of work was investigated in t
problems. In one problem, a block was pushed by a han
constant speed up a frictionless incline. They were aske
say whether the work done by the hand was positive, ne
tive, or zero. More than half of the students~thirteen! had
difficulty with the sign of the work, although they all knew
thatW5F•s. In the second problem@Fig. 6~a!#, a glider was
initially at rest on a frictionless horizontal air track. A perso
gave a quick push so that the glider moved in the nega
direction.

The most common difficulty~48%, u, u1, u2 in column
C-b of Table I! was confusing the sign of a component of
single vector and the sign in a scalar product due to
relative direction of two vectors, the forceF and the dis-
placementss. Three students marked by u1 said the wo
was always positive because it is a result of a scalar prod
One student~P! said the sign of the work depended on t
choice of axis. Six students marked by u2 said in the sec
problem that the displacement was zero resulting in z
work because it was a quick push. Among these six stude
four said the kinetic energy of the block was positive beca
the block was moving, without realizing the contradictio
between zero work and positive change in kinetic energy

3. Work-energy and impulse-momentum theorems

The situation presented in Fig. 6~b! is a straightforward
application of the work-energy and impulse-momentu
theorems.20 Two carts are initially at rest on a frictionless an
horizontal table. The same constant forceF is exerted on
each cart as it travels between the two marks on the ta
The carts glided freely. The masses of the carts differ. S
dents compare the momentum and the kinetic energy of
two carts after the carts passed the second mark.

Fig. 5. ~a! Acceleration vectors drawn by three students for a car movin
constant speed around the track.~b! Velocity vectors used to produce acce
eration vectors.~c! The acceleration at pointB was wrongly stated to be
aB5n¢B2n¢A by students E. P. Z1.
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Among twenty-seven students, five students~marked by
s1 in column C-c of Table I! used both the work-energ
theorem and the impulse-momentum theorem. Anot
method chosen by seven students was to use the form
2as5n f

22n i
2 to find n f , and then to find the final momen

tum and the kinetic energy. Five students~marked by s2!
obtained the correct result after lengthy derivations. T
type of response indicated that students were quite com
able using the formula for linear motion with constant acc
eration. Two~marked by s3! started fromDK.E.5F•s and
determined which momentum was bigger using K
5p2/2m. Twelve students, in all, had correct responses.

The common mistake made by six students was to ass
that the two carts traveled between the two marks in
same time~marked by u in column C-c of Table I!. Although
these students did not provide an explanation, one poss
reason for assuming the same time might be the distrac
caused by the fact that the two pucks traveled the same
tance.

It is worth noting that only five students started the pro
lem from the work-energy and impulse-momentum the
rems, although all students learned them in their high sch
years. Even when the momentum and kinetic energy w
explicitly asked for in the problem, most of the students d
not use these theorems, showing the gap between ha
been taught the formulas and utilizing them.

It has been reported that student difficulties are not due
erratic performances or lack of available knowledge, but d
to their deficiencies in interpreting the knowledge th
have.21 As mentioned above, students involved in this stu
appeared to know definitions of physical quantities and h
the mathematical skill to use the necessary formulas.
their conceptual understanding was deficient, which led th
to improper use of their knowledge.

VI. SUMMARY

The relation between the number of traditional proble
solved and conceptual understanding was investigated. T
of basic math and mechanics used in previous studies8–10

were given to have a common basis for comparison. T
conceptual difficulties in basic mechanics were investiga
by asking for student explanations to qualitative test qu
tions based on research about conceptual understandi11

Because of the competitive university entrance examinat

t

Fig. 6. ~a! A glider is initially at rest on a frictionless, horizontal air track.
person gives a quick push so that the glider moves in the negative direc
~b! Two carts with different masses are initially at rest on a frictionle
horizontal table. The same constant forceF is exerted on each of the carts a
they travel between the two marks on the table.
764E. Kim and S.-J. Pak
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students involved in this study solved large numbers of pr
lems. The scores on a math test8 and on the Mechanics Base
line Test9,10 were high. However, the students’ understand
was limited, and there was little correlation between conc
tual understanding and the number of solved problems.

According to their written explanations in response to
questions probing conceptual understanding, the student
not have much difficulty in using physics formulas or ma
ematics, which was not surprising considering their proble
solving experience. But common difficulties in understan
ing basic concepts of mechanics were observed.

The result of this investigation provides evidence for t
limits of traditional problem solving. Although traditiona
problem solving is an important part of studying to und
stand physics concepts, some aspects of conceptual u
standing might require other approaches.
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